December 7, 2010
To: Brian Janonis, Director, City of Fort Collins Utility Department; Cc: Darin Atteberry, City Council
From: Save the Poudre: Poudre Waterkeeper
RE: Concerns and Recommendations regarding the City’s Water Supply and Demand Management
Update
Hello Director Janonis,
We have reviewed the “Scope of Work” (SOW) submitted to the Fort Collins Utility Department by
AMEC concerning the “Water Supply and Demand Management Policy Update” dated August 2010.
Assuming we read it correctly, we have concerns and recommendations about this SOW that we request
you consider. Our organization has been contacted as a potential stakeholder in the public process of
updating the policy, and our concerns relate to whether this effort will, as stated in the SOW,
"effectively provide … recommendations that address the needs of the City and public stakeholder
concerns." Our potential involvement in this process hinges on whether the process is an objective and
thorough undertaking.
1. We are very concerned that the policy update may not result in any substantive difference as
compared to the current policy because:
a. It appears that the update declines to revisit and potentially revise the City’s 50-year Drought
Criteria – a key driver of the City’s publicly stated need for new water storage and the main
controversial issue driving the policy update. If the City does not revisit the Drought Criteria, the
update will not be thorough and any revisions may not make a substantive difference. We
strongly recommend that the 50-year Drought Criteria be revisited in the policy update.
b. Task 5 is to develop and present “alternative policy provisions for review and consideration.”
However, given the SOW, we are not clear that any substantive alternatives would be generated
by this update. The SOW appears to solely define and predict water supply and demand, rather
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than prescribe or suggest different or alternative water supply, demand, and storage
opportunities. There does not appear to be any analysis of proposed alternative policies for:
•

differing water conservation levels and xeriscaping

•

differing greenness levels on the landscape

•

differing drought criteria

•

differing growth management opportunities promoting low-water-use highdensity development versus high-water-use sprawl

•

water sharing or leasing with farmers, as opposed to dam construction

•

water procurement from developers – seeking senior water rights that do not
require as much storage

•

alternative water storage options such as gravel pits and aquifers

•

a “Plan B” for meeting water supply demands without building a new, larger
Halligan dam/reservoir. Ratepayers deserve to see tradeoffs and additional
options because the permit for Halligan may be denied by federal regulators, or
the project could be hung up in court forever resulting in exorbitant costs and
delays. Further, perhaps ratepayers would simply prefer not to build a large
dam across the North Fork of the Poudre that floods the canyon? (The Utility
Dept’s own survey suggests that this may be ratepayers’ preference.) What is
the City’s Plan B?

We recommend that the update consider the above analyses so that alternative policy options and
outcomes can be clearly identified to the public, stakeholders, and policymakers.
2. We have serious concerns about the statements in the Scope of Work regarding climate change. The
document clearly states that climate change along the Front Range will lead to increasing temperatures
that will cause citizens to use more water. On page 4-5, the document states:
“We will also develop a range of projected increases in unit irrigation demands that would
result from temperature increases as predicted by global circulation models for the City’s service
area. We will develop a range of further adjustments to the 140 gpcd goal that reflect the range
of projected increases in unit irrigation demands due to climate change.”
This statement above a) may not be true, and b) may represent a bias. In fact, over the past 60 years in
Fort Collins, there is scientific evidence that temperatures have warmed1, and there is direct evidence
from the City’s own reports that domestic water use has decreased (see attached graph and table).
While warming temperatures may cause plants to need more water, scientific evidence suggesting that
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http://climatetrends.colostate.edu/ct_access?plot=1&station=53005&elem=MNTM&dyrbeg=1889&dyrend=2010
&cyr=1&yrbeg=1950&yrend=2010&period=calendar&incomplete=1&debug=0&proc=BOTH
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urban and suburban lawn irrigators will increase irrigation levels is not presented in this document and
may not exist. We strongly recommend that this update scientifically substantiate the claim that
increasing temperatures will cause urban and suburban irrigators to increase water use, or change this
scope of work to reflect local evidence that climate change may cause a decrease in unit irrigation
application. We support good planning; we do not support planning that may unsoundly introduce bias
on decisions significantly effecting environmental resources.
In addition, instead of trying to predict an increase in water use – and thus substantiate an argument for
increased water storage – due to climate change, a much better response to climate change is to
increase resiliency through water conservation. Other cities such as Albuquerque, New Mexico2 have
dramatically increased their water conservation programs – specifically their xeriscaping programs – to
prepare for climate change3. The best policy option may be to invest in very aggressive water
conservation to make Fort Collins’ water supply more impervious to the potential effects of climate
change. AMEC’s SOW should fully investigate this opportunity and give ratepayers and stakeholders
sound scientific information for better decision-making.
Updating the City’s Water Supply and Demand Management Policy will require significant work and
expense (the proposal is for ~$130,000). In order to be useful to both ratepayers and stakeholders, it
would be beneficial to see substantive alternatives offered based on sound science. We are not
convinced that this update will offer any substantive alternatives, and we believe adopting our two
recommendations above will yield a significantly more worthwhile product. Please let us know your
response to our recommendations – your response may help us decide if we want to participate as a
stakeholder.
Thank you for your consideration.

Respectfully,

Gary Wockner, PhD, Director
Save the Poudre: Poudre Waterkeeper
http://savethepoudre.org 970-218-8310
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http://www.westernresourceadvocates.org/water/lifeline/lifeline.pdf (page 18)
http://www.abcwua.org/content/view/73/63/
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Above: 1992-2009 Water Use Trends. Source: City of Fort Collins Water Utility
Below: 1960-2009 Water Use Trends. Source: City of Fort Collins Water Utility
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